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INTRODUCTION 
Although Retail Selling in the public high schools is 
considered in its infant stages of growth, yet it has attained. 
remarkable power in the short time since it emerged from its 
swaddling clethes. Oe'rtainly its progress is largely the re-
sult e>f the changed attitude about the place of women in 
department stores. 
Today we marvel at the strange story that only a short 
three .decades age in· a prosperous t_own in Maine, a storekeeper 
was almost mobbed because he had_ t'he effrontery to employ as 
a clerk--a woman. Of course the c-onditiQns attendant upon and 
resulting from the Great War have in a large measure contri-
buted to the changed view.about woman's place. Yet the present 
opinion of what a saleslady's duties e.xefuude--a.s well as 
include--has decidedly influenced the growing respect for that 
position. 
In addition to the disappro'Val that the fl!>:nmer clerk 
aroused by her daring· appearance as a servant of the public's 
needs, she had to face both arduous and distasteful duties. 
Not only did she report· f0r w®rk at the unearthly hour ef -
seven, but she ·spent her tinle, b~fore -her first customer appeared 
' . 
. . . 
in scrubbing the floor, cleaning windo_ws, arranging stock in 
th~----window and on the shelves. Throughout .the ltr>ng day, which 
ended at six ~&'clock, her tasks were more of the manual, than 
• what m;ight be called mental. 
-·If the position demanded such quality ef work, it is· 
not strange that it atracted a corresponding quality ef worker. 
Often she possessed a schooling which was the preduct of an 
educat=ion as :faras the fifth or sixth grades. Sometimes she 
• 
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she had a grammar school diploma. . Rarely had~ she as much as 
one or two years· of high· school training. To her the matter. 
-
of determining the needs·of prospec-tive buyers, a thorough 
-. -- . -
knowledge of theme~chandise she was supposed to sed.l were 
unknown, unchartered. se.as • 
. . 
If some rarer soul attained the heigh:ts of an executive 
p0sition, it was through indo1'!1-itB:ble perseverance, combined 
with a happy talent for understanding people, their wants and . 
. the means of satisfying these wants; not because some force 
was determined to select and encourage and train potential 
aspirants to these lofty heights. Through the· efforts of :far.:. . 
. . 
sighted, unselfish educators and·business men with keen vision, 
the present-day salesgirl has_ se-cured a place· commanding both 
. - - . 
economic lndependence.and universal'respect. Never could this 
promising state have peen realized were it not .for the initdial 
impulse of an ea~rnest des~ire to~ improve the -situation--an 
earnest and_practical purpose that drew the support of school-
men and businessmen;. 
... 
·Today' s saie? girl. has vron_·the regard:· of the community 
- ~ - -
for her position •. ·. She is surrounded by ali manner of oppor-
tunities, social,~ educa_tional; physical, recreatlonal. She 
is on a road that leads/ wh~n once ability is proved, to power 
and financial success~ -
• 
CHAPffiER I 
. History of the Prince Schoor 
• 
• 
•• 
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In 1905 in Boston, the Women's Educational and Industrial 
Union. attempted a study of training needed for selling. As 
one ef the directors. Gf the Executive Committee, Mrs. Lucinda 
Wyman Prince became interested in the problem, especially since 
at that time she was director of a girls' club, composed of 
some fifty working girls. 
Practically all of these girls, working in department stores 
·complained of the meagre, inadequate salary in spite of l~ng 
years of service. Mrs. Prince recognized the fact that· the 
department stores were paying as much as the girls deserved. 
In her mind it was a problem, not of·inducing.employers to pay· 
more under existing conditions, but of s·o developing the pos-
sibilities of the girls and the opportunities offered by their 
empleyment, that their· salaries would naturally and necessarily 
increase. 
To aid in carrying out her program, intended to train these 
girls, she asked the coBperation of the department stores. 
On the grounds· that Mrs. Prince could know nothing of depart-
ment store methods, since she had never ~orked in one, they 
refused to come in on her plan.· Even when Mrs. Prince demon-
strated the soundness ofherbeliefs, by selling as a special 
herself ina sale, far outstripping the experienced emplsyees, 
they offered as a basis for their refusal--first that they could 
riot afford the time l<>st by sending workers to school, and second 
that they could not commit themselves to guaranteeing positions 
to successful graduates. 
Unshaken in her convictions, Mrs. Prince began 'her first 
course inthe fall of 1905 with eight girls, none of whom was 
very promising material. Again in January, 1906, she organized 
• 
.- - -
~ ~ . 
a new cour~se, made ~p o:f sixteen girls. For. their practical· 
~ ~ . 
experience she s,ecur>~d ·tlJ.e food shgp and work shop of the Women~ s . 
~ . . 
Educational -arid Industrial'Uniou. Ro~ver she was dissatisfied. 
with the lj.mited ~ ~pp6rtuni.ties: in :the. nature of merchandise,~ 
type of customer~.- and rou:tfrie duties that· the special st-ore .-•~ · 
offered. She de_sired for her training pupi-~s the widest, mo.st 
vaired andhence the.=Jl1o:S't profitable exf)e:r'ience •. 
At this time :the _ _entphasis on the need for .the co~peration ~ 
of the large department stores was met by :the _s_upport of wm.' 
Filene Son' s- Compan-y, which o-ffered to take the class on 
. . . -
. . - -
Mondays with a ~-smalT wage. =Thus the_ third. class, .numbering 
" 
seven, was starte.d in .July 1_906. Now that a better understanding 
of the purpose arid aims of. the· sc]+ool was. realized, the. other 
department stores~showed keen interest ihand-approve.l of the 
plan. •The other. depa.rtiri~nt stqree-.:.J:o~dan Ms,rsh Company,~ Gil-
- . - ~- -· . . . . . - . -
christ Company, Shepard N~rwell~Compe,n7(, R. H~ White Company 
. - . 
and .James A. Ho;u_s·ton Company--sP,owed. an _eager interest iil. the 
- - .. -· -
- work.. An advisory committee was formed composed· of a super in~ ~ 
·tendent from each of the. a(Jgve-na.mes: sto:C-es, Mrs. Kehew ~(Pre­
sident. of the.Women!s_Educational~a.nd Industri~l Union) add 
Mrs. Prince. 
--- _- - . . 
It was thd:s, committe_e _that was·~ largely influential in giv-
.· - . -
iilg definite: shs,pe ariO. form to the hitherto tentative plans .• 
- .·. ---
As part of the pla~s, it.~ was decided that those workers who re-
vealed ability should be r~c.ornmended by the store eKecutive 
• · ~ to take the c_ourse. ·:Thi~ ·course ~f tr9:ining would include, 
in ·addition to the theory and principles of effective selling, 
on~ day ~~ week spent in ,store prB:ctice. For tliis store prac-
tise, the training pupil' would .receive one dollar. In addi-
. tion the stores gave strong~ support by their guarantee of' a p-er-
manent position after one month's successful probation. 
• 
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Despite the encouraging assistance of the stores and the 
somewhat large clasf3 of sixteen, organized in october, 1906, 
the school found obstacles in the girls' _hestiance to lose 
needed wages and to renew any unpleasant associations with 
school room atmosphere. That the school was rapidly gaining 
the approval of the department st~ores, however, was apparent 
-in certain significant changes in the program of study. Pre-
viously the girls had been spend:fng. their time daily from 
8:30 to 11 e'clock and from 4~30 to 5;::3o in the school. Now 
the advisory committe, representing. t~e'· department stores, sug-
gested that the final hour _be omitted-,- because it hardly pr~:-. 
- . - -
. fited to return to scll.ool, and that instead- the m.orning period 
. ·, - . 
be extended to 11:30. A striking example of the recognition 
of the. services of the school came in the demand by the stores 
that the girls attend scho()l every morningeKcept Monday; 
- . . 
for the pupil-.·sales girls had received so· much of value from_ 
their training :that they·were_ quite indispensable in the usual 
Monday morning sales. With the granting 0.f full-:time. wages, 
even with the hours spent in study_,· came the final apprecia-
tion of the indisputaple worth~-of :the school. 
-
From that time, the . .autumn of 1~0-!7 1 .-the school, has in 
- - . - - -
·outward form, remained practically, unchanged.' ·The policy_ of 
. . . 
admitting candidates only upon the:' double approval of store 
. . 
superintendent anC!. school d:i;rE;ictor sti-lf holds trne. Each 
·-- - -. . ---- . 
year the school· admits three .cla!:!ses., approximating thirty in · 
• each, for a te1'111 of twelvec weeks. ·Thus the three.:..hour morning 
period results in fifteen.hours a week or one hundred and 
eighty hours a .term that. the pupils spend -in the . class room. 
I 
• 
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.As for the course 'of study itself, briefly it includes· 
. . . 
salesmanship, textiles, general merchandise, hygiene and physi-
cal education, arithmetic, store system, En.glisJ, Color de-
. . 
sign. Under salesmanship are included_certainbig topics of 
which the· successful sales person should have complete under-
standing. -For example, car~ of 'stock emphasises -the influence 
- . 
that attractive,_ ea:sy-tc:i-locate stock ·bears in persuading a 
" - -~ -
-possible customer. Fr-om that point onj the student takes up 
the study of pleasant, ··ef'fecti ve approach and its power in in.;, 
- -- - - - - - --
ducing a sale. - The:ri follow the details o-f' presenting the 
merchandise_, 11talkiJ:1g Up 11 nte-r_c_handise 1 whi6h is nothing but a 
revelation: -of the_ ·sales pe;rosons· tnorroug11 knowledge of his stock~ 
._Finally in closing a sale, the person behind the counter must 
know how to decide in a po-siti~e way t}1e hesitating customer.-
Throughout a 11_ his work,- the sales pe}:"sOn -is made conscious_ of 
- - - - - -~ -
the aim that she _is t_o fulfill;_'_ namely, providing service. 
Particularly in this_ :P:hase, she must be made· cognizant of ser--
vice, not as a sort of pleasant attractive ma:nner, -but a -deep--
- - - -
d!sire to ascer>tainandsatisfy -Ghe wantsof her customers. 
- . 
From a study of store organization_, -.tl:ie sales J3erson sees 
the many- various depa.rtmErnts urlified- as a whole. Realizing -
_-her own part and its relation ot the- store as a unit,_ she feels 
Ia stronger loyalty :toh_er department_ store:> A well-known au-
- -. - . . 
thority on mat·ters of orgiuiiza.ti_on has ~a~d: .•· .· 
n_A ·whole department store i:s _ no,thi11.g but each indi"{id:ual 
- . -
• .. sales person- i~ f'rcmt of- the ·merchandise wit]:). one particuU.ar 
_piece of merchandise- in her hand, discusslng it with the cus-
·tomer~.: Every otp.er act-ivity of the· ·store· is legitimate in so 
. -
far as ·itcenters at that point and illegitimate in so far as 
it El.oes not. 1r 
• 
• 
-- 7 
At frequ.ent intervals during-t-his discussion of salesman-~ 
ship, talks are given by leading_ ~repj."'e?entat-ives of different>. 
fields of department .store wor1;.;:.7floor managers, buyers, adve1'-;_ 
~-... - :::- .. 
tising managers. 
Inasmucb as~- a -:t&rge part of department store work eenters 
about te:t:til:es, a course fs organized~f'or the ·study of-linens~­
silks, cotton, lac-es:-~t_he usual.fabrics oil which a large part· 
- _- . - - . 
of retail t):'ade is based. In .this_. c6urse the pupils study -the 
processes of weaving, the dtf.fer.ences >oetween serge and trice-
tine, char.Jneen,_ •the advantages -of each. Whenever possible, 
.-.- .- - -_ . - - ' 
grips are arrGinged ·:ro·r to nearby mills_ for f1rst hand knowledge 
of testiles. 
Closely allied- to textiles is tbe subject 'or color and .de-
sign~ From a study of the fundamental ·principles of color, the 
--. - . __ . . 
sales person i~ ·ea]:;:tble . to arrange her stocK with taste. She 
learns how toaavts~-tactfully and competently the choice of 
- -
merchandise~ Final~y- in the development of her own artistic. 
taste, in her own attire· and surroundings 1 it is a most wtortl:i 
while subject. 
In the study of merchandise,_sincea single group of thirty 
may represent fifte-en different departments, the- girls are ar-
ranged in small groups, according to the merchandise they sell. 
one_ .appointment a week with .a member of the teachers 1 class -
(a group distinct from the store workers class) is devoted t-o 
the stu~y of special stock_which the pupils-handle in the 
stores~ 
Perhap·s the-- most-.marked deficiency of the average store 
el"ll.ployee _is her inability.to doarithmetic, particularly that 
part that deals with. :fractions:. Consequently, this course puts 
great emphasis on drill to acquire- a quick and accurage skill 
• 
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· in working with fractions as arise in dress goods and yard goods 
-- . 
counters. Incidental to tD:is study ,-~-que~pions of personal 
- -
arithmetic arise and .many girls are made -awar.e of_ means of 
saving and are encouraged to see the. economic advantages of thrift ... 
. ~ -- . . -
Since the ~efficient- store vrG-r>K.er~makes- great demands upon-. • 
-- .. - . -
physical resource·s; ,the course i:rl hygien.e- and physical education_ 
aims to show heal~h-'averages may be made higher and energy con-
served._ Es~~cially_care- stressed the topics- of nutrition, its 
effect on" liealt~, hygleni9 clothes,.- ·the ·work of the nervous sys~ 
tem ·and.personal hygiene. In addition,s~mple, but effective,-_ 
exercises are given and- -the pupils- are. stiumul:ated to seek out-
- -
door healthful-recreations in place·of.the doubtful movie palac~ 
and dance hall. 
- .--
Y\!ith respect to English, the class work centers about and 
reflects the main.vocational interest._ • From a study of the 
correct English that the sales pers_on. must have at her co:rnrnand, 
from the practise in•spelliri.g the usual works in department store 
routine, the _pupil is led to br~?-nch out to a broader study of 
English lite~ature. 
In no small degree is the ti+.iquestionedsuccess of the school 
due to its fundamental four-fold purpose. Its first aim is to-
select only those who are reallyfitted to the task of selling. 
N_atural aptitude and interest in the work are essential. Perhaps 
:for t-he newrecruit~ the question whether she likes beingamong 
people, knowing their-tastes and wants, whether sJ:ie li-kes to have 
- a given amount of work to do ·alone-, untroubled by others, is a 
_significant indication of natural interests. However, the school. 
keeps in_mind that even though the candidate may have a consuming 
interest in the work, she may -lack the necessary physical stamina. 
The school believes in increased salary and promotion based 
on intelligence--not seniority. The_ appeal to the girl's am-
• 
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- -
b-it ion rather than \3.n arbitrary -factor- as l~ngth of service-
increases earnestness, adaptability;- alertness, willingness. 
·-· 
The school d~f±:O,i'tel-y atteJl}pts -to- cultivate good judg-
-~ - -
nl:ent and power, to inciucate- the ideals of service which the 
position demands; -The instrucotion is ·intended to develop, 
not alone that·· judgment to be- of \lse merely in relation to 
sel).ing· but -that• wii1 g:i.v~e richness to .life. 
-Finally the COUl:_'S.e aims tb suggest ~igh standards in 
--
all respects of -daily -life---high stap.da-rds _ mol:'ally,: mentally 
an.d physically.-
Without a doubt the shrewd, hardheaded store executives 
would never have granted tlii8-Qpport13-n_ity to the store employees 
imless they ·reit reasonable-- sure,_ tn ;the _ultimate analysis, 
- .. ·. 
of a more than -compensating gain~- it is no l)1ystery that the 
school has so remark:abl-y succeedecithen_, for it·has kept as 
•· 'r-_ 
its unwavering, unchai.lging aitl).. the ideal ·of service to the 
. . . . . . 
employees, to the_depa:f>tment-sbtre-and to-the-community. 
.. - . 
As ~he t r_ained sai~s pers_o-n _has b'rought interest., ini-
tiative, intelligence to ,her wor-k~ the department store has 
gained in power in con~ribut1ng to- the wants of its customers, 
and a1so in financial re_turns. With increased returns, the 
department stor~ has been enabled_ t() pr_ovide cVar::l;ed advangages 
- -
to its workers--coBperative lun~h _ro_onis, recreation rooms, 
libraries, medical attoerition, summer- camp resorts; not to 
me:p_tmn the possibilities for advancement tb iniportant, exec-
tive positions. 
The success of. the Prince School has been proved by its 
influence on public -schools. It:s- earnest purpose has made it 
the pioneer of: retail selling-training in. Boston high schools; 
and Boston high schools have been thE? guide. to lead other 
• 
• 
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high schools to adopt a similar course of study. Wi tli all 
its idealism of ~':balanced- and w~ll-_develeped~ sale_s girl, it 
has always kept its'-wo:rk on a nrost- level-.,minded and practi-
cal· plane. -Therein has been the :key. of. its_ power--ideals plus 
reality. -
• 
CHAPTER ·.II. 
: -. -
History ofc Retail. Selling_ in -Boston: High Schools 
• 
r 
• 
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For many years dissatisfaction with the work ef' the-
·~ 
high sche~Gl has centered about its S~Dlitary aim as a .cellege 
preparatery institution. For those whe ceu:J_d net a.f.ferd te 
go to college or had not the inclination t0 pursue a ceurse 
e.f advanced study, the high scho0l (!)f'fered nothing to satis-
fy the needs te enter the business world. .Although industry 
a.nd cammerce ::were grewing by leaps and bounds, the school 
with traditional indifference, failed to catch up with the 
speed of the real, outside world. 
When the clerical, stenographic and bo@kkeeping courses 
were .finally included, they proved their need by their sudden 
and increasing popularity. Yearly classes electing the sten-
®graphic and bookkeeping courses_grew larger a.nd larger. 
All unmindful of the way in which these potential office work-
ers were going to find the positions i'or which they were fit;;.. 
ting, the directors and teachers continued the same course, 
unchinging in content and purpose. While the ranks of high 
school stenographers and boakkkeepers swelled enormously, 
the demand for their services lessen~d,, as the result of' 
certain conditions. 
FD one thing, .business was taking -on more a.nd more the 
organization of large_ scale product'ion and management. Con-
sequent upon this development, came the heed for ever higher 
degree-of specialization. In the demand for specialization, 
-
the office worker, trained, .sillful as she, must bow before 
the indomitable superiority of machines. Dictaphones, comp-
tometers, calculating, bo~kk~eping machines--all mean, not only 
.few hliman employees but workers with no knowledge of the fund-
amentals of shorthand, t-he theory of bookkeeping. 
• 
i 
I . 
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In addit_ion, the growing importance of the private 
secretary encouraged the growth of business schools o.f 
collegiate rank. As examples _o.f this higher institution 
- . - ~ 
devoted to preparation .for business are Simmons College with· 
its department ofSecretarial Sc,ience and Boston University_--
- -
with its College of Practical Arts and_ Letters. Gradually 
the graduates of these schools, 1:Jytheir highly specialized 
and academic training, a.repushing out the high school grad-
-uates and dminishing their chances_ of employment. 
Yet in spite of, these fa-ctors; the_ high school course 
. '- - . 
disregarded-the lessening- opportunities for placement o.f 
- --- -.-. -
their conun.ercial- students. Pe_rhaps it was the unpreceden-
ted success of the prj,_vately eng-iJJ.eered business school with 
its courses in machine operation and filing that. stimulated 
-
the public schotrl to a consideration of- means of fitting 
-
girls for positions which, the-y had_a r~asonable assurance, 
11 ould be open. -
Some forward ~ooking public school-· ~en were endeavoring 
to answer the probl~m .ofwhat -t_;odo witl1thehigh-school-
- - .. -
graduate with wh_<:>n1 so_ rr:u~h pains were.~taken 1n urg±I],g a 
completed :·course and bri whont- so much money ·wa~ spent in 
mainttifinii1&. that high s~hllol -course~· 
- . -· . 
.. - - - . - . . - - - . ~ 
Thus it was that -when a regular meeting of the Prince. 
- .·. . 
-School was he-ld in June 1912_,_ there we-re present two-- official 
-school men of Boston -together with the -princ-ipal of the larg-
est- ~iris' high s ehool.-
the"lat_ter said: 
Of- this very problem of ~lS:cement ,-
. uThe Girls' High_ School registered last fall over 2100 
pupils; 1400 are tak:i_~g the elerical course (that includes 
bookkeeping- and ·$tenography) ... ;..;·-Too many are taking the qlerical -
• 
• 
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course and those who are taking it are doing so because they 
hope to get som~thing froni. the school which will help them 
in earning a living or to secure enough- points to win the dip-
- -~ - -. 
l~ema. Not one ... -third of the 1400-·:registered in this course will· 
get positions. 11 ?~ 
Vfith such s sad commentary on the failure of the high 
schools, it isn(Dt surprising that there was_a determination 
to providea variedcand, what ismore, ·profitable curriculum.. 
Of. the subjects· propose~:~ ~reta±l·sell:big was suggested as 
a means not only.ef P!'ovidingthe-pupil with a valuable 
- . - - - -
training b'ut of giving to the depart~ents stores properiyy 
. . . 
-
educated and intelligent workers~ Gqncerning the adoption 
of the C<JUTSe ·1p re.ta-il seiling, t}le headmaster of this large . 
scnool suinmed_·up t:he purpose ~nd organization of- the course 
as ·follews :. 
ttrt ·will make -her niore intelligent than the average 
sales woman ·and older tha.n most -[?eginners, but it will net 
provide the ~]cperience that the girls have who attend the 
sc:b:hal at t~ Union. I prop0se th.at· the st-ore superinteri-
.. . 
de_nts · shal-l have~ a sbare- in shaping the po~icy ef the course 
- - - --
and I pope tlia~ the dep-ar-p:ment ;stA'res will coBpera.te • 11 .oi,'"-
Wifhout·_a single exce_ption, the superinte-ndents. adopted 
:heartily the prop€iS$l.l of throwing- open their stares as a 
laboratory. F.ar sighted business·,-men, ;they wer~ able to 
- . . ·- - . 
. . 
.· forsee the ul.timate- gains. :for al_l ·involved--for the pupils' 
~· 
. . 
the community~ the depa.rtment ·stores .. · 
.. · 
.H 
. ~~ unepa•rt·ment StD~e Educat•iontt--Helen- Rich Norton 
. Departtnent of the IIiter~or, Burea~ of Education 
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Inasmuch as the inexperienc~d st0re worker has always re 
presented a distinct and serious problem, the stere super-
intendents were eager to see carried out a system fer the 
control of this s ituati<Dn. Many young girls enter store 
work ~;ts n.runiors. 11 Their duties ·include messenger work from 
department to department, wrapping bundles, carrying change. 
As the work calls for neither training nor maturity, it 
pays low salaries. Consequently at the first chance of 
something better, these girls drop out of the store. Hence 
the labor turnover among this type of worker is exceedingly 
high and prevents the full and proper efficiency of the whole 
store system. 
Accordingly, if the department store could secure inter-
ested amb=i:tious junior workers,· who were desirous not of 
leaving the store at the first chance, but of advancing te 
a higher positiGn for whichthis previous work would be ex-
cellent training, they would have strengthened one of the 
weakest links in department stor_e chain. 
While the general value of a retail selling course was 
realized, yet there were raised a few objections ot its in-
stituti®n in the public high schools •. Some felt that its 
disadvantages should be considered in spite ef the many and 
apparent advantages. 
In the first place, it· was pointed out that the stores 
would be tempted, consciously or unconsGi6usly, to exploit 
the youthful workers. · Instead of giving the pupils posi-
tions graded in i~portance, positions that would be ef value, 
the superintendents would place therit"in routine, unprofit-
able work. Mo-reover while one position might be worth while 
• 
• 
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in and of itself, the student might not be allowed to have 
a variety of positions to test. her ab:ili ty and to acquaint 
her with the management of the store. Obviously she might 
be ef niore use to the store· if she remained upon some one· 
p-ask and gained considerable proficiency in that. Thus while 
the store might benefit, the pupil would lose in a negative 
way in riot realizing all the @pportun:t.ties available. 
However the answer to t1lis argument came in the .belief 
that the s tore super:i,.nt~ndents · would net take advantage of 
the empleyee '_s p0sitien._ In fact; there w.as complete con-
- . - . -
i'idence in the willing, coBperative attitude of the depart-
ment heads. · The advo_cates of retail selling in the schools 
were quite certain -t~t the s uperinj!.-eP,d~nts ·were strong enough 
- . . - ~ - -__ . - - --
'. 
to withstand any unvrorthy inclinfi.tion to exploit the pupils. 
- . . - . 
. on the contrary' they would be ap±ous to provide means for 
testing the power of :t1le _,employees and devising a sy.stem 
·to enable them to gr~w .. in -p0wer. 
- -
Another point of opp·ositiori appeared in the belief that 
it was unfair to ~the -busine.ss mari. - it arranged for. a sud-
den deluge· of yout:hful, · inexper-ienced workers in his· store 
. . 
to upset the orga.niz~tion,:. perhaps ~to ·co-st a great deal of · 
time and money in .aajusttng·th~J1t to the reiquirement.s of the 
werk; It would. m~an:loss, in: some- ease~ .. of valued customers, 
since an awkward, thoughtiess~- untrained girl might exas-
perate-~a.-·va.lued customer • 
. Against this ch,arge was pitted the faith in the business 
-.man to tolerate a certain amount of inconvenience for the 
sake· of la·r-geor, ultimat-e (>enefit. _Eor one thing, even an 
- -
-··untrained sales girl: was n_o.lior.rible monster to. commit 
_a.trocities· in the way ef les·s of' time .and money .and valued 
.·--
customers .. Perhaps S.t first she·mt,ght be a somewhat disturb-: 
•• 
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ing factor until the _pr(i)cess ef adjustment fitted her ~. ' 
smoothly into the life_ ef the store. At all events, if the. 
business man bad ~- great deal of confidence in her and in 
the suggested-course ef study, was it the task of any one 
else ·to worry about the injustice to him? 
Finally, there was raised the problem ®f wages. A 
half-pay wage had been considered; yet this seemed to be 
an unfair attitude toward the pupil-sales _girl. After all, 
she was working a whole day with the best of her energy and 
·ability. To give her reduced comperisat·ion was to disregard 
her earnestness of purpose and to discourage her fr0m putting· 
forth her most unselfish werk. 
. . 
To meet this situation, the board agreed upon a full-
time wage as the only means of· fairness to the employe_e. 
This conc~ssion recognized her effort on the same plane as 
that of the·e~erienced worker. It stimulated her to de her 
best, to take the maximum interest in her job. 
These o?_jections pr()ved -to. be ®f little weight and f erce. 
There was great erithusiasm_/9r tne; preject and hearty belief 
in its nece~sity and its soundness. Wi t:p.out e.xceptien, the 
store superintendents.fayored the plan; and willingly ef~ 
fered cethpera:t:;ion b-y:_ throwing open their· .stores as a -labor-
- . - -
atory. On the poii}t of' st·ore pra-c-tise, all were agreed as 
te its value .• 
In the_ fall· of 1912, the. first course in retail selling 
was. offered iri the _Boston hi:gh schools, being given at the 
Gi:Pls' High School. :This is the ·largest secondary school 
:fer girls in Boston. Within a_~ few months, a similar course 
-watt adopted at· the DG>rcb:ester High Schoo~ by one of the 
teachers who-had been gpanted a leave -of absence to study 
at the Prince· School~ By 1914,. the number (i)f schools ill.clu-
• 
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ding this course had grown to nine; and in 1916 another. school 
. was added to this progressive group_~.- The schools now of--
fering the course are:· Brighton High, dharlestown High, 
Dorchester High, East Bosten, Gi-rls' ·High, Hyde Park, Prac-
ti.cal Arts High, South Bosten High and we·st Roxbury. As 
f0r the popularity·e:f the course,. although very recent data 
a.re not available, the f®llowing figures will indicate i.ts 
appreciative reception. .. In 1912-1913, 294: girls elec-ted 
the course; and in 1:915-1916, 4:07elected it • 
• CHAPTER III 
SALESMANSHIP IN BOSTON HIGH SCHOOLS 
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The gr®ups int~ which the high school pupils, electing 
salesmanship, may be divided:>are four. There are first these 
who have chosen the work because it leads te> a definite 
eccupation ®ther than typewriting- and stenmgraphy and strictly 
clerical·werk. This is the largest_grGup. Then there are 
those whe~ are forced to take some c®urse which will give them 
net only a chance to earn their living when they leave school 
but als® an epp®rturiity ttill earn enough, by their practise 
w®rk, to help t® put them through sech0ol. In the third 
gr®up fall the students whe take the course because they are 
intensely interested in the work and alive to- the pessibili-
ties it t!lffers. Finally,- the stude-nts in the last group are 
those who merely want to get the necessa,ry points for grad- __ 
uation. 
While the different_ metivee fer taking tne c0urse are 
recognized, it is the aim of the d;t-rector and of the tea-
. - . 
- chers t® attract o:p_ly those who rea_lly will pr®fit by the 
instruction. Perhaps, if the student is acquainted with -the -
demands fer selling and at the same time made aware ef the 
opportunities in other lines, sh~ may discover her ownin-
- -
-aptitude for the mex;chandising field, and instead her fitness -
for office and: clerical work. _ 
Censequently all student~-' desi;ring to take salesman-
ship are -first interviewedbythe t~acher- in charge ef the 
werk_, -who urges thos'e not- qualified- for- selling positions 
to take up some other course of study. By this means, the 
misfits so co:nmt.only.cencountered in the world of business 
may be eliminated and a more satisfactory output assured. 
In the matter of the course et study itself, much more 
can be accomplished with students w.ith the same educational . 
• 
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-advantages and with the same .natural vocational interests.-
Besides salesmanship, _the course __ of study includes hygiene, 
:- _. . . -
color and design, collm1.~rcial· geography, me.rchandise, indus-
trial history 'arid business arithmetic. -About the central 
aim of preparing for the vocation- of selling, the work 
centers and is correlated with it._- Seven-points credit are 
_-given for the one-yei'ar co~rse,· that is_, three for salesman-
ship and other.st_o~e subjects, three for textiles and one 
point for color-' anq design.-
-
The work is outlined usually f'or a year and emphasis is 
made in all the important problems of-department store manage-
ment. In the first week, the class is introduced to the work 
of the term and is -made acquainted with the location of the-
large department stores in Boston. As an example of the fifth 
week, I quote from· the repo:Ft prepared by Miss Helen R. Norton 
of the Prince School~-i.L It reads: 
Class Room Work: _ 
Sales check ·practise~ Use of coin. - Charge with and 
witheut. 
Personal appearna.ce; waists, shirts, collars, skirts, 
-- repair and mending. - - -
Discussion for -and against· Charge Accounts. 
Intr~ductory lessen on Cot_ton. \"ihy is it- the most im-
portant- fiber? - JNJJ.y is s: knmrrledge of C4>tton neces-
sary·t~ a sales pe:rson? Sources -®f' supply 
- a. - foreign. countries 
b~- United -States 
Clippings- and phot®graphs- illustrating cetton 
productien' 9-nd ma.nuf~ctur' 
outside werk: 
W-t±tten paper ,en 11 If I were a storekeeper, would I prefer 
a ela.sk:er·a c1rarge business.u · 
' - - - . . 
· The. ~pe1ling of names a.nd- usburbs • 
Wr-itten test of. articles of mercha.ndise made of cotton 
Physical geogr'\-phy.;;.:.::Egypt, India·, Ghtns.)O · Peru, UBited 
· States · · · - · 
• 
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From. this .brief- extract;· on~ sees the thoroughnes-s and 
interrelation -of the. work: .consi_dered. Not alone is the pupil 
introduced tothe_mechariiCS and routine Of Seeling procedure. 
She actually faces the oig vital proble-ms that every exec-
- . : _,·,_ .. 
utiv:.e and entrepren~tir:m.ust meet. FDi' example, the policy 
ef charge accounts calls for careful ·a.nd thoughtful consi-
deration, not sudden d.ecisipn. Similarly, the pupil studies_·. 
_. . - ·.-_ 
the topic of. cotton from the point of v:tew of the sources 
from Which it CdJl!eS;--JiOW :thiS inf~"?-_~n:ice~ i~S~ properties and 
to what use-s. the- different types of cotton are put. 
From the. first_ when selling was urged in the public schools 
it was understood tha,t the course wou.ld be supplemented by 
. . 
store practise. Sometimes this store practise is called 
under the name:of part-::.time employment. By this term is 
meant no specific, defi!lite arrangement for going to school 
. . . . 
on certain days and_ working on others. It merely means the 
understanding. w·hereby the pupil works -at a time in the store 
for. the experience and procures the remainder of- her train-, 
· _ing in the custom'!.ry ·ma,nn;er~ at schooi. Its purpose is to 
enable the pup~l to realize fully the life and problems of 
department store- work._ To presuppose salesmanship course 
-
without- selling experience -i_!3 to ~agine a medical student 
- . . 
. . 
without hospital and clinical work. Its organization depends 
. -· 
·upon the pro~ram -of studies for the high school and also .upon· 
the demands by the departmen~ stere:s,; 
. - - -
.Thus on Saturdays; the· sal,esmanship pupils regularly sell· 
in the st'ores. This is the obvious· opportunity .for w9rk 
because the student is free and it is a busy day for the 
stores. Similarly ,on Mondays, the dep~rt:m_ent stores are 
. . . 
quite crowded; of'terithey run their -weekiy sales on that 
day; and accordingly they require additional help. Because 
• 
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of the altogether satisfactory work d.ori.e ~by these special 
student-employees, the employment heads turn immediately t 0 
' 
the schools for help~ The call comes to the director who 
has at her command the files describing ,the work done by the 
pupils both in ·-school and in the stores. In this way,. she is 
competent to select: not a random :choice· but a specific' stud-
ent who will ·sa.tlsfy the store and who will especially gain, 
by her adaptability, from this additional.experience. 
Then during the per.iod preceding-the Christmas and F:aste·r 
holidays, the department stores again have a need of part-
time employees.· :S:r arrangement with the schools, the sales-
. . 
. manship pupils are allowed to work in tp.e stores for the two. 
. . 
weeks before Christmas and_the.week of Easter. Moreover, if 
a pupil is in the Honor Group, that is, -paf3 .received ··a high 
percentage of·A's and B's, sne is given the privilege of work.;. .:. •· 
ing in the stores an additional week in: December. 
The advantages. of part-time employment are nurnberous and 
valuable and important.. _In .. the first place, it encourages. 
the· pupil to remain in school. For -the pupil who would 
. - ~ . ~ ..... . 
otherwise be ~required to le·ave school; it provides.;..a means 
for considerable self-support, which can be secured without 
- --. 
the necessity of .wfthdrgwal from school. In addition, it 
provides a stiniuluR::f;or remaining. in school beca.use it satis-
_f'ies a _need !'or _interesting, practical work. While there are 
some who would_dropou.t of school~~.nat,be·cause of economic 
"pressure c but beca:use ~f.--lack o:f_interest ·.in 'the work of' the 
- .. 
class room; ·r.etai~ selling·su·pp},ies a motive,. a reason :for 
continuing~ in- schooL. 
-
From her contact· with the. life of the store, rich in 
- . 
· varied experiences,. ,:-jjhe pupiT gain{ a. breath of outlook and 
interest whic is f'eflected: in·~all her other school work. 
• 
• 
Indeed not only her" cl~ss room. end~a_vor benefits but her ·whole 
'individuality and PEl~s.onality reap 'the advantages of her broad~ 
.·· ened experience. 
When she is gradu~ated from high school,·. the pup-il finds ·. 
her training ®f great value,in the ease with which she may 
- ·- . 
secure a positieri •. The department stores are ever in demand 
·- . _,-- . - .. --
of. high school. graduates with a specific -training in store 
.- -- . 
w~rk. Their cofbpe,ra~;iQn with· the schools in installing the 
course was due to their aniticipa:ted -eager demand :for such 
graduates. 
With the_ provision that- ho!)..or students may have an extra 
week of sto:re prac~ise~ ·there is a tremendous stimulus-to 
·better school work.·. G-:1-rls ~ therte indifferent to thei:r grades 
realize how much increased·ef:fort and resulting superior m~rks 
- - - - . 
will secure :faT' them. .. In this way, pupils raise their level· 
not alcme in the retail- selling course but throughout their 
whole program_o:f studi~s. 
The very nature of the demands upon the sales person can-
not fail to deveiop ce-rtain qualities. · Even the most casual 
shepper is impressed-: by :the unfailing patience of the average 
store worker. She is trained to endure endless amounts of 
trivial exasperation and annoyaiJ.ce with complete self-control. 
- . . -
Rariking with patience as an· att>r:ibute. very much developed by 
-
the exl:gencies of the work_ is resourcefulness. Each customer· 
- - - - . -
is individual, differing from the ne:kt in temperament a.nd needs. 
In the short time that the sales person is with the custe-
·mer.,. she must learn to meet varying types and wants in a 
quick and satis:factory way. 
The :finlll advantage maybe considered_not a separate 
· one but the sum total of the preceding bene:fits. The results 
• 
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to the school in increased interest and effort can hardly 
be measured. -Tn the s arne way, the s ourde of intelligent, 
enthu$iastic employees with the specialized vocationa. 
- --
training is-of inestimable value to the department store. 
The study :of the ret.ail selling course in Boston would 
not be cOmplete without mention o:f the work done by the 
continuation school. The installation o:f continuation schools 
has- brought the younger workers in the stores under the 
direction of the department of salesmanship. Without enact-
. ·. -. -· 
ment of law and _because of' a desir~ to have workers trained, 
four of the Bost.on stores. established continuation schools 
in 1913 .. · All of these classes were made up of employees.-
- · .. - - -~ . . . . -. 
between the ages of four-seen and-,sixteen.- In the next yeJ3.ri 
however, the: co:p.tinuatio:ri law was p-assed-,- requiring four 
hours' attendance-out·of the employer's _time. 
Although the pupiles may no~ ~ttend a public school 
• building for their Jnstru:ction, they are under the direction 
and supervision of public- school salesmanship teachers. If 
•. fifteen: or. twenty children ~re employed in any one store, 
the school is organ;tzed ·in the st0re which provides room, 
fut>niture, heat ,and light. ~h~ -City, however, furnishes tihe 
supplies and. the te~chers •: services. --,Since it is arranged _ 
that each salesmans-hiP.: hlgh school -teacher teach in additien< . 
a. store continuation gro~p-, the_· t-eacher gains -the advantage 
of- keeping in clo-se touch wi_th the officials and atmosphere 
of the store. --
- -
- In both respect_s o:f introductipn of ~e.lesmanship .and· 
the introduction_ -of continuation school work, Boston bas. 
been the piorie·er •.. O:ther- cities have. recognized the ~eed . 
for e~pti'nding the curriCulUm Witb. SO sorely needed e. CoUr$e -
• 
• 
2~ 
as· selling, With t·he success of' Boston, other cities were 
·encouraged to adopt ia.nd emulate the institutien o:f retail 
selling in ·publ·ic high schoois • 
-.-; 
• CHAPTER IW 
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As soon as Boston scho0ls blazed the trail. and demon-
strated the success ·of the retail selling course, other 
·cities· throughout the country ()egan to_ investigate their_ 
own conditions to dise"ov~r the. possibilities of introducing 
similar work •. The conditions thai:; preva:tled in Boston and 
. . 
compelled attention tothe. organization of salesmanship 
work were no different in. the main r·rom the conditions in 
other cities. Accordi:ngly, within a very short time after 
·the adoption of retail selting into the curriculum of the 
.· . 
. large Boston high s·aho.ols:, movements were made to organize 
the curriculum ·1n various high-schools ,to include this ·• 
proved necessity. 
In Pittsburg, the he·ads of two of the largest department· 
- - - -
stores were perhaps the strongest fo'rce to urge a similar 
course in the public high s.chools. Their· ·e•xample brought 
- ·-
forth::the support likewise of t:fl.e otherstore heads in 
giving emphasis to the worth while functi.on of such a course. 
To _support their position, these executives of the 
stores .brought evide-nce to show the great .numbers going inte. 
. . 
department_· snore. work upon_ graduation~ · .. A:lthough the Pitts-
burg high scb.ools.maQ.e 9.1ll'Rle and generous provision for . 
·training girls·and ~oys for coil~ge ~nd offices, th~y. stran~e­
ly neglected this :cryi:q.g neeq:.;· In ·-:ract :from ·a study ·made, 
it was shawn that ·in spite ·of th_e fact that no training was 
offered. in ~erchandising. or selling,: yet _this vocation at·-
• tracted by far the largest number of' high school girls •. · 
c While the-evidence showed .the popularity of this vocation 
for .hi'gh ·s.chool grad.uates~. it could not throw any light on 
·.the numerous ra~ks t:b_at: ~eft school before the completion. of 
the four ye-ars to go into departin~nt stores. Obvious_ly, a 
considerable proportion of those le·av:ing. before graduation 
• 
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did so, not because of economic pressure, but because of the 
failure of the high school curriculum tointerest them. If 
the high school could prove it own point, its "raison d'etrett 
by showing how it prepared ror a promising and interesting 
field of work, it would have fought half the battle in lewering 
the high mortality. As.for those who were not included in 
this group, because they left for need of earning partial 
self-support, this proposed course with part-time employment 
would offer a means to secure enough to make possible remain-
ing in school. 
With this platform, first the hearty, u:.p.qualified support 
of department stores and second, the argument for lowering 
the present high rate of mortality, the retail selling course 
was adopted in Pittsburg. lnunediately they encountered their 
first obstacle in the need for trained specialized teachers. 
To insure a really successful course of training, they de-
sired teachers with academic and vocational education. They 
agreed upon a standard type which would be an alternative, 
either a graduate of some reputable academic college or 
a mature, experienced and successful store worker. In either 
case, previous training was to be supplemented by additional 
work in the psychology and theory of retail selling-·courses 
to be obtained at some school such as the Prince School or 
New York University or the University of Pittsburg. 
As for the class work itself, its organization resembles 
very strongly that promulgated by the Prince school and 
adopted by the Boston schools. Attention is given to the 
theory of selling, the problems of management, such as the 
policy about charge accounts. Part-time basis allows for 
actual selling e~~erience through the co~peration of the lead-
ing stores. Thlhs is obtained on Saturdays, the Christmas 
• 
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Easter and summer holidays. 
· In St. Louis, the retail selling movement was started 
by the impetus given it from the department stores. It had 
been the statement by the department superintendents that they 
were altogether willing topay better salaries to their emplo-
yees, provided that they could secure better trained workers. 
Under the circumstances, they felt that they were not justi-
fied in giving higher wages-to the raw, uneducated material 
that applied forpositions. To them., it was apparent that 
with careful and intelligent training the future sales person 
could realize all the latent_ possibilities in her position. 
With sufficient education there opened up before the willing 
store employee the vistas leading to buyers 1 positions, com..; 
parison shopper, personnel head. 
The first step in the development of a cmurse for retail 
selling consisted in an analysis of' the department stores 
of St. Louis. This movement was considered primary and 
fundamental to the construction of a course to be of real 
value .. An effort was made -to determine what were the peculiar 
- . . 
problems of department store management, what were the- qual-
ifications for an efficient sales person, and what training 
the potenti~l sales pe:rs.on would require to enable her to 
develop from a clerk to an executive. In every respectl' the 
department store heads e1Cpre·ssed their willingness to· coBp-
erate(] __ by taKing the students into the -stores to give them the 
necessary selling experience • 
-
The course of study, as proved successful in Boston, 
was adopted with, of course, necessary modifications to meet 
the particular conditions-of St. Louis. Here too especial 
insistence was made upon the proper kind of teacher. The type 
• 
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desired was a college graduate with special training in 
store w0rk. Moreover, it was felt that above all, the retail 
selling teacher should have an abounding enthusiasm in her 
calling. Her personality, too, would be largely influential 
in shaping the attitude of her pupils in realizing the <?PPor-
tunities and responsibilities of store vrork. 
~he school officials felt that the success of the plan 
in Boston was al!Tiost sufficient pro0f of the success of the 
work in St. Louis. They were quite content to accept the 
outline of the pioneer city in the main with the slight 
changes that were nee:essary to meet the situation in that 
particular city. Inasmuch as the circumstances that prompted 
the course in Boston were nearly approximated in St. Louis, 
the organizers felt-that they could do no better than to recog-
nize the soundness and efficacy of the Boston plan. 
Again in Atlanta, Georgia, the need for retail sel·ling 
was first acknowledged by the department stores. It was 
just another example of the far sighted ·vision of business 
men in realizing the value of something new. Rather than 
the school officials, it was they who pointed out t.he over-
crowding of the market with clerical workers. Even if the 
school had been aware of the difficulty of its commercial 
graduates in securing office positions, it did nothing to 
suggest diverting these students into 0ther channels ~f 
activity • 
Through the efforts then of the business men, the school 
board was induced to provide a retail selling course in the 
commercial high schools. When the course was organized, 
the phase was particularly emphasized that concerned the 
psychology of influencing the will of others. Incidentally, 
the point was made that a training such as selling was 
• 
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based on the effect of influencing others~ was valuable 
training for any activity in life. 
Since it was found in Atlanta that a number of boys, 
as well as the usual number of girls, were interested in 
the course, special classes for the two groups were arranged • 
Thus .for the girls, the work consisted of textiles, color, 
salesmanship and store routine. For the boys, the work 
comprised personal salesmanship, that is, training to meet 
the individual with his peculiar problems. The special 
topics conSidered were pre-approach, approach, close at-
tention, awakening interest and desire. In both groups, 
the personal qualificatins received a great deal of notice, 
health, ambition, application, tact, honesty~ personal ap- -
pearance and- responsibilJ..ty. · 
Part-time employment was considered absolutely essen-
tial and so arrangement was made with the stores for em-
ployment on Saturdays, during the Christmas., Easter and 
summer holidays. To secure additional contact with store 
life, the leading executives and business men were asked 
to &ddress the classes at different times on their spe-
cial phase of work. A great deal of interest and ambition 
were aroused by the impression these successful business 
leaders made upon the students. 
In describing the work in retail selling in the Com-
mercial High School, Mr. Conner T. Jones*said that they 
feared at first that certain obstacles would operate to 
prevent the success of their plans. For one thing, ade-
quate teachers and books could not immediately be obtained. 
While there were text books giving the psychology of sales-
*Conner T. Jones--Journal of Education--April 4, 1918 
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manship, they were altogether too remote and difficult for 
high school pupils. Teachers, too, had not been prepared 
for this new work. However, in a very short time these 
fears were proved to be groundless. Many e.Kcellent text 
books made their appearance on the market, providing just 
the sort of material needed. As for teachers, many who 
had been teaching the more or less traditional subjects 
were interested and encouraged to prepare for the new field. 
Far from presenting a discouraging front, the retail selling 
course was experiencing success with all the prospects for 
increasing power and growht. 
For a city of moderately large size, Erie, Pennsylvania 
has gone far in working out a retail selling course. First 
of all, it is recognized as a science. It"S purpose is to 
develpp sales persons who have the ability_ to influence 
the intellect, the emotions and the will of the·prospective 
C\lStomer. Further, the course is broken up into the sepa-
rate study of the salesman, the customer, salesmanship and 
the psychology of selling. 
In the study of the salesman," there is a discussion 
of tact, courtesy, initiative, responsibility, sympathy 
and personal appearance. From a demonstration class in 
selling, the pupils procure material for a criticism of the 
technizue of selling. If ;any undesirable traits have been 
demonstrated, they are pointed out. Then the pupil com-
mitting the error, is asked by what means he will eliminate 
the poor trait. On the other hand, if the pupil reveals 
any commendable quality, it is recognized in discussien 
and so emphasized that it will tend to be repeated. 
Then the customer is considered. First of all, the 
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student learns to classify customers into large general 
groups, tired, irritable, pleasant, undecided. From this 
study, she proceeds to the proper treatment of customers 
according to their types and, of ceurse, their needs. 
Particularly,. the student is acqua:rtnted with the fact of' 
-the great variety of her work, because of the great vari-
ety of natures and personalities. Consequently, she must 
train herself to prompt and facile adjustment to many and 
varied circumstances. From this part of ther course, she 
secures a training which is invaluable in whatever work she 
may undertake. 
Finally the pupil takes up the study of the psychology 
peculiar to salesmanship.· This deals with the means of arous-
ing attention and compelling interest. .Considera.tie>n o:f 
advertisements and their uses in arousing attention is dis-
cussed. Whiie the course does not aim to turn out potential 
advertising students, it does aim to devel@p an appreciatiem 
ef the methods and value of advertising. 
As part of' the selling cemrse, the pr®ject methGd 
calls :f®r a go®d deal_of attenti®n. The underlying motives 
in this type ef work are, first, to have the pupil select 
one specific topic for study and discussion in which she is 
especially interested, secondly, to require a purpose in 
the work undertaken, thirdly, tGl carry thrGugh to completien 
a study @nee begun.. For instance, in the the discussion of 
electrical devices, the girl who has used at bme an electric 
iron is, naturally, the one to talk up its points, to tell 
how it works and in what way it is superior tG the ordinary 
type of iron. In this way the potential sales person is 
getting the right_ foundation for the effective means of putting 
acress merchandise--from a knowledge based on first hand and 
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· perso~al experience. 
The course in retail selling at Spr:1,ng:field, Massachusetts_, 
was the result o:f the combined int~rests · o:f department store -
superintendents' and public school o_fficia.ls • In the general 
outline of the COtl.r'Se, it follows the usual two-semester_, t\ve-
. - - - -
~ear system .. · In the matter _of part-time .employment, however_, 
Springfield has a most unique and d:t_stinctive arrangement. 
Largely thi.s ar·rangement is due to the efforts of Miss ·Helen 
. ~ ~- - . - . -
E. Parker~ teacher -o.f retai::J- -selling. ·-She say~:;, 
nrncidentally I_have-been vecymuchhelpe<;l ln giving this 
course. by the fact that L have had a __ number of years'- -
experience in one of-the_ best-:known stores in the 
country·· and also by the_ fact t11at for over _a year 
I have been cons:tant advisor Bf three small town 
stores .n~~ - · - · · 
.At the sugg~_stton o-f ·the stores;. iind through arrangement _ 
at ~chool, the girls Jiave· ~,he foilowing s·chedule. Five days. 
-
a week t.hey go to -school from 8~30 to 11;35, have their lunch--
eon, and are ·a_ t work in the stores· t;l.t 12 ~15,; where they remain 
until 2 ~45. Then on Sat:urdays ·they sell. at· least for three 
· hours and many>· sell ~:all da-y. _This,_ however, is arranged by 
the individual store accord:ing _to" its· needs. 
In this way the girls cover:-:the~ ·1un-che ori hours of the_ · 
regular salesopeople. -.A standa-rd wage ispaid bythestores 
for these student workers>- Thus they se~ure spirit of' loy-· 
- alty_, erlgender_ed through recognitio~ of being :fairly treated. 
In its se~ond- year of.' adoption, tbe plan has shown its value 
-by the fact that se'V~~al ()f the. f.ive •. original stores, _are using 
more girls this year then last.· In-addition, two more have 
Joined the list of' coBperating stor:es.: ·: -
The course 'is not limited to girls who desire permanent 
Prinae Alumnae News--January:, 1924--J.as·s Helen E~ parker 
.·. 
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store W®rk fer the reas®n that the girls c~nnot judge whether 
they are going int® st®re work definitely until they have 
tried working in a stare. Twe marked consequences of this 
system have been shown: first, the retention in schoG:>l o:f 
girls who.otherwise would have to leave if it were not fer 
the money they earn; sec~ond, the bridging· of the difficult 
period ef adjustment between school and work by the constant 
interpretation in the school room of the pupil's store ex-
perience. 
Besides these two definite results, the schOol authori-
ties :feel that the plan is e«ceedingly practical in that it 
gives the pupil some experience in the store every single day. 
In this way, she has no chanee te forget from week to week 
the problems that she must face and their proper solution. 
Then toe from the standpoint of the department store, a source 
of help is provided at a most oppe>rtune occasien--when the 
usual sales force is lessened by the lunch hour. This arrange-
ment offers an opportunity to the school to acknowledge the 
kindness and helpfulness of the cooperating stores, without 
whose aid the retail selling course would lose an inestimable 
means 0f pr®gress. 
In at least three respects the teaching of salesmanship 
in Rochester, New York, is quite distinctive. To begin with, 
the course is not called retail selling but Retail Distribu-
tion. The reason for this change in the fall of 1922 is 
based on the fact that the course is far more comprehensive 
than the me·re mechanics of selling.o 
In the second place, Rochester has a very able and ef-
fective means of putting across new educational features 
in the maintenance of a Merchants' Advisory Committee. This 
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Cemmittee is compesed of the superintendents of_ six ef the 
largest department stores in Rochester. Together with the 
Director of Business- Educ.iation and with the teachers of 
Retail Distribution they work te_ effect a pr®gram to be of 
real value in preparing a student for the department stores • 
Thus the course never escapes from the cl®se, vital relatien 
with the aim which it intends to fulfill. Examples ef the 
service that the Committee renders may be shown :I.n-their 
settlement of the preblem·of the wage for.the part-time 
worker j and also in their _assistance .in putting over a stor·e-
visiting campaign for high school teachers~ 
The organization ofthe course of study does not follow 
the usual plan whereby in each of the four terms some big 
topic is considered, such as store system. Instead, each of -
the five days of the week is devoted to one particular 
phase. On Mondays, Question Box Day, eadh student prepares 
a question, concerning some big store problem. These are 
taken up in turn; if any are left over they become part of 
the days t s assignment. - The essential advantage in this de-
vice is in the direction it gives _to stimulating the pupils 1 
respensibility in suggesting- the question and to devel®ping 
their judgment in answering the difficulties. 
For the work on Tuesdays, the class discusses the fun-
damental problems Sf selling, as developed in Nystromts 
uEconomics of Retailingtr and Norton 1 s nRetail- Selling.n 
This more formal discussion relates to the problems of store 
~,.-.., 
organization, wages, merchandise, routing and so forth. 
Wednesday is given over entirely to the topic of Per-
sonality--what it is,- how te achieve forceful personality, 
and its effect in making for selling success. Incident 
to this work, each pupil keeps a Personality Book in which 
personality resolutions are noted and a record_ef pregress 
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determined. 
Textiles and Merchandise Day is the name by which Thurs-
day is called in the Retail Distributi@n course. To sup-
plement the study of weaving, processes of manufacture, 
types of cloth, the class is C®nducted to neighboring facto-
ries and stores for first hand contact. Also in connection 
with this phase of the work, leading business men are secured 
who talk on their lines of w ork;and prove to be a powerful 
influence in stiumulating the interest and ambition of the 
pupils. Moreover, it is fruitful opportunity for ur~ing 
remaining in school. Often these successful business men are 
an invaluable aid in pointing out the gain to be realized by 
staying in school. 
The last dgy of the week~ Salesmanship Day, includes, 
besides the discussion of salesmankn~p, a demonstration of 
a buying incident. This has been found to be a very great 
help in clarifying many selling situations by staging an 
impromptu sale ri-ght in class~ where the pupils in turn act 
as customers and sales people. Not only does it crystallize 
the correct procedure and secure the unfailing interest of 
pupils, but it provides the pupil with the needed resource-
fulness and assurance when she actually comes to see on her 
part-time p0sition. 
The problem of the small city in establishing a retail 
selling course is a difficult one,~and calls for unbounded 
interest and cooperation of both stores and school. Tacoma, 
Washington, for e~ample, presented a somewhat trying situ-
ati®n for the installation ®f salesmanship course. In this 
city, numbering some 110,000 inhabitants, there are five 
large department stores. Yet only two of them employ more 
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than fifty sales persons. Consequently, at the very eutset, 
the course was met with the problem of how to secure place-
ment for those whe successfully should pass the course. 
At present the course is given to two classes from each 
of the two Tacoma Cemmercial High Scho®ls. It includes one 
hour daily in the high schoilil and laboratory work both on 
Saturdays and after school. Remuneration for part-time em-
ployment is granted on a uniform wage basis. Only to seniors 
is this course given, because of the necessity of limiting 
the numl;>er in erder that there may n0t be too great a dis-
appointment in being placed. 
In spite ef the excellence of the mater'i~l, · eccasionally 
some of the members fall by the wayside. Then too the classes 
at times run up·against a snag in the form ®fa~ umprogres-
sive buyer, manager or sales head. While these forces tend 
to hold back the work and discourage success, especially under 
they trying conditions that of necessity prevail, the retail 
selling course has been recognized as a potent factor in mo-
tivating school work; and in answering a real need of the 
stores. 
In order to hold the interest and coBpera.tien of the 
public, ·of the schools and the stores, the retail selling 
teacher finds she must rely to a great extent up0n advertising. 
She cannot rest merely upon the laurels she has gained in 
instituting the course; she realizes she must ever be on 
the alert to guard against any flaggin or waning of inter-
est. Accordingly, Miss Anne Drummond, the retail selling 
teacher of Tacoma, has outlined an extensive and effective 
advertising program. This schedule arranges for talks be-
fore the City C®rnmereial Club,_ the Retail Associati®n, the 
Girls 1 BUsiness Club, Women's Clubs, and Store Organiza-
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tiens~ as well as the School Board and Teachers' Institute. 
In addition public demonstration sales are given by retail 
selling students to show the valuable W®rk being a ccom-
plished. 
As part ~f their class work, each student weekly writes 
a store problem report, which is mailed to the store manage-
ment and which the stores often use as the basis for discus-
sion at store organization meetings. In this mann~r, the 
department stores are assured of the earnest interest of the 
pupils in store problems and their solution. Also such an 
arrangment encourages the initiative of the students; so 
that vrhen they enter as graduates into. store work, they have 
a foundation for meeting the various, inevitable difficul-
ties. 
That the retail selling course, largely through the 
untiring efforts of the teacher and director, has been suc-
cessful is evident in the unstinted approval and enthusi-
asm of pupils, school authorities and department stores. 
The students are enthusiastic because they find retail sel-
ling·one of the most practical su9~ects ever studied. The 
school authorities are enthusiastic because, by linking 
the business world with the schoels, they are meeting ~ 
need of modern education. And finally, the merchants are 
enthusiastic because the retail selling students are adding 
to their profits. While the department stores alene have 
the means of expressing their opinion by refusing to hire 
those who are not graduates of retail selling training~ yet 
this attitude is just as active and dominant in the other 
tww groups. 
• CHAPTER V 
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In the administration of retail selling courses~ it is 
both sound and natural to infer that the l®cal conditions 
will play the largest part in the establishment ef such a 
c®urse. Local needs~- firs.t of all, m-P.st determine the kind 
of training required. At the other end, the extent of lGca.l 
resources in the form of money, will be the .force to limit 
the development of such a c®urse. While there may be press-
ing need for a detailed and elaborate plan of instruction, 
yet there may be lacking the financial support, the public . 
spirit support, tb enforce its adoption. Similarly, though 
we must recognize this as a less probable case, there may 
be adequate resources but little demand .for the introduction 
of a retail selling course • 
. However, the Federal Government must play an impor-
tant part of setting up standards; by gathering and making 
available all epperiences that will aid in the organizati®n 
of courses; by partial contributions to help defray this 
type of vocational training; by requiring adequate super-
vision of instruction. In regard to these points~ the Fed-
eral Government stands in a powerful position to aid and 
guide the smaller localities. Not al®ne in matters of. 
financial resources, but in its centralization with accumu-
lated data and progressive research is it enabled to intro-
duce thew ork in needed localities and to bring up to a 
higher standard that work which has already been begun. 
Because of its very position, the Federal Government 
should take the initiative in the tountry-wide development 
of retail selling and merchandising courses. Moreover, since 
there are more people engaged in the retail industry than 
are to be found in office positions~ it is quite imperative 
that training for this vocatiGn be given in well-organized 
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cemmercial departments. Although recognition of this fact 
, . 
was made some time age, it is enly recently that the Feder-
al Government has taken any positive step in planning a re-
tail selling program. 
Its first endeavor t e call attenti®n t e this s i tuation 
appeared in the publicatien in 1919 by the Federal Board f®r 
Vocational Education of a bulletin, 11Retai1 Selling. 11 This 
was prepared by Mrs. Lucinda Wyman Prince, founder and di-
rector of the Prince School fer Store Service. Written by 
the acknowledged authority on stere pr®blems and store educa-
tien, the bulletin eutlines briefly the plans for retail 
selling 'education. 
Through the publicity given to the-movement by means 
of the bulletin and throughsimilar advertising, a large 
number of cities have become interested in retail selling 
courses. The Federal Government has volunteered its aid 
in securing the organization ef such courses in those cities 
which are interested in the work. According to the bulletin, 
nconnnercial Educatienn __ 
It is the Board's intention to fellew 
up this bulletin work with such field 
work as is necessary to insure the 
right kind of start in the rapid de-
. ·ov-elopment of education for retail 
selling and general store work. * 
In the matter of financial aid, the Smith-Hughes Act, 
passed in 1917, allows for contributions from the Govern-
ment to the amount of half the cost of instruction. However, 
-1f-tt0ommercial Education--Organization & Administrationtt 
June, 1919--Federal Board for Vocatienal Education 
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this aid is granted only upon the condition that the type of 
work measures up to the agreed standard with respect to qual-
ifications of teacher, method and order oft each±ng. Inas-
much as the cost of instruction is ordinarily free from all 
dquipment--even stereopticon slides are often lent by indus-
trial conerns--this financial assistance is devoted practi-
_cally t0 salaries and overhead ef~!penses. 
In one other regard, the Federal Government exercises 
a considerable influence in retail selling education; and that 
is in the appointment of a Special :Agent for Retail Selling. 
Her task is to further the .work of retail selling by inves-
tigatien of the cities which do _not include it in the curri~ 
culum in the endeavor to have it included in the program 
wherever advisable. ·c ·She also co8rdinates the work being done 
by various and distanct cities. In addition, she ~peaks. 
before assemblies of all types, advertising and explaining 
the purpose and opportunities of the retail selling course. 
At present Miss Isabel Craig Bacon, f:o::rmer Prince School • 
graduate, is the Special Agent for Vocational Retail Selling 
Education. 
When the need of training and the method have been em-
phasized by the Federal G0vernment, it is the duty of the 
State t0 develop the course of retail selling. Above all 
the State should recegnize the value of such training on the 
basis ef vocational needs and the necessity for contact with 
the vocati®n. It is exceeding important that the pupil shali 
_have direct contact with the occupation for which she is pre-
paring. To this end, definite arrangement should be made for 
part-time empleyment and for credit for time so spent. T® 
refuse to do so is to ignore the immeasurable value of fi~rst 
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hand experience. 
The State should co8perate with the Federal authorities 
in setting up acceptable standards·· o.f work. Under this term 
would be included not only meth®d of procedure and amount of 
... 
.. 
ground c®vered but also the general and specific qualificati®nS 
®f the teacher. 
In addition the State should appoint a specialist or 
director of business education whose duty it would be to co-
ordinate and relate all business teaching. In this way the. 
conneetion between retail selling and other lines of com-
mercial training would be established and strengthened. 
Each line of endeavor has much to learn from the other and 
m~ch to give to the other. Such a director would be instru-
mental, too, in bringing together factors that often are ap-
posed, if not hostile. For eocample not all communities have 
been so fortunate as to have been characterized by thorough 
uneerstanding and amicability between department store heads 
and public school officials. In this case, a director would 
be ef great value i:p. bringflb.~ together for mutual benefit 
these fwo forces. 
Comparable to this arrangement, the State should make 
frequent district conference of dommercial teachers. Here 
would be grouped with the traditional bookkeeping and sten-
ography teacher, the teacher ®f retail selling. By dividing 
the·state into conference districts and calling meetmngs 
®nly twice a year in convenient places, large numbers ®f 
teachers could be brought t®gether to their individual ad-
vantage. 
Lastly the State should consider whether or not finan-
cial aid should be made available for the carrying out of 
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the retail selling course. Federal aid for part-time courses 
may be given only where provision has been made for such 
courses in the State plans for vocational education. 
Without question the Federal Government and the State 
have a great responsibility to pledge themselves to aid the 
development of retail selling. It is on the city~ however, 
that full responsibility for effectively meeting special, 
local needs in the way of specific training must rest. The 
l®cal authorities alone are in a position to know local 
conditions, requirements, and to recommend the type ®f train-
ing that will meet these conditions and requirements. Not 
only must the city be alive to the demands of business which 
the pupils must meet ®n leaving school, but the city must 
be aware of the opportunities for State and Federal aid and 
the conditions which must be satisfied in order to merit the 
aid: 
In the organizatien of the curriculum. for the retail 
selling student, the city should require that all subjects 
center around this main point as the pivot. English, science 
history, all must be related to the central subject and .be 
coordinated with it. Accordingly, these supjects should be 
developed to meet the particular needs of pupils going int® 
department s®tre work; they must be distinct from those courses 
given to the college preparatory pupil. Moreover, with re-
ference to this difference in vecationa.l aim, the purpose 
of this course must be conside.red as .finishing not :p>repara-
tory; college entrance requirements then have no place or 
value in the development of the retail selling course; only 
the requirements of local conditions should determine the 
standard and content ®~ this course. 
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Even more compelling than the need for a State direc-
ter of business educatien is the need fer a city director 
of business education. He may be called Directer or Ce~r­
dinater ef business educatien. In either event, his werk is 
the same--first to bring inte harmony the different phases 
of commercial training and second to unite the retail selling 
teacher and the department store representative. They must 
be brought t® realize the. unity of their aims. aAnd there 
is no more adequate ferce t 0 accomplish this than a trained, 
ex~erienced directer who. has studied the needs and C®nditi€ms 
.ef bG>th sides. 
In the high schoel ®f larger cities an erganizatien 
without intermingling ef retail selling and academic pupils 
should be insisted upem. This will make for greater freed0m 
in the develepment ef courses, more flexibility in the daily 
pregram and more cooperation between the school and steres. 
Fer example, when there is a gr®upin.g t egether 0f VGcational 
and acad~mic students im caasses, special assemblies f0r 
the fermer cannet be called upon short notice. Yet such 
assemblies are invaluable as a means ef giving the pupils 
the benefit of the experience of successful men. T® think 
of a retail selling course without this excellent contact is 
t® take away from its effectiveness a value almost as great 
as that ef part-time employment. Whether a city establishea 
its commercail course, of which retail selling is a part, or 
a separate business high school, er in a cosmopolitan high 
school, provision should be made for prompt assembly to share 
in the experiencGs of leading executives and business men. 
As in other branches ef cemmercial vocation, the city 
authorities should maitain adequate equipment for the accom-
plishment of this work. In the case of retail selling, the 
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the need ®f such equipment has eften been dismissed as slight-
and inappreciable. Yet one cannot imagine a better source 
for acquainting pupils with the study of textiles than through 
the all6ltment t® each pupil of an individual envelope con-
taining a standard number ef samples 0f cl®th, carefully 
chosen and graded. Again, f®r the study ®f such topics as 
sericulture, p9ttery making, there is great value in the 
use 0f a stere_opticen slide. Sometimes individual firms 
are willing to <Dffer their own facilitie-s· in order t0 acquaint 
pupils with their pr~ducts; when-such opportunities are not av-
ailable, it is the duty of the city to provide this equiJ;>-
ment. 
Because the study of retail selling is comparatively new, 
certain cities have feared that they must content themselves 
with insufficiently trained teachers. .Accordingly, the license 
requirements for this type of teacher often are unsatisfactory. 
In reality there is no occasi®n fer any laxness about the qual-
ifications for retail selling teachers. Wtthin the past few 
years, excellent teacher training courses have been e>rganized 
net ®nly at the Fince Scheel but at New York University and 
the University of Pittsburg. These courses usually prefer col-
lege graduates with a Bachel®r's degree to whom will be given 
the Master's degree fer ghis added year G~f graduate work. 
HGwever they will admit non-graduates who have demonstrated 
especial fitness and ability for stere work. With this splen-
did type of teacher available, the city has ne excuse in 
maintaining any standard fer retail selling teachers that does 
not compare favorably with the standard for academic teachers. 
Besides arranging for the Director of Business Education, 
the city should exploit all p®ssibilities for bringing into 
cl®se relationship the scheol and business. Membership in the 
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Chamber of Commerce, Advertising Club, Beard ef Trade and 
ether similar ergaJ};izations shuuld be previded f®r the teachers 
®f' retail selling. In this way, the teachers come t<1> sense 
the pr®blems @f the department stere, while the department 
st0res learn the weaknesses and p®wer ®f the high s Ch®®l 
pupils • 
Perhaps ne part of' the retail selling werk Will d® so much 
t® enlist sympathy and appreval as the assumpti®n ®f full re-
.sponsibility by the schoel b®ard ®f'placement f®r all stud-
ents. Placement alene is net eneugh however. The attempt should 
be made te fit every b®y and girL te the kind ®f positien 
f'®r which he or she is best suited by educatien and personal 
qualificati®ns. In the very beg~ming ef the course, the tea-
chers should interview all candidates fer this course in an 
eff®rt to determine suitability. An enthusiastic teacher can 
d® much t® enceurage the indifferent, undecided pupil te see the 
eppertunities both fer hard werk and advancement in this calling~ 
Vocational guidance, however, dees net end with intreduc-
tien inte the course er even with placement. Its final 
step is f@ll®w~up work to insure merited advancement and tiD 
stimulate efJBort and ambition. 
Finally it is incumbent upen the scheol beard t® adver-
tise its facilities in giving this type ef commercial work. 
Mre than concerning any other f'erm ®f education the public · 
must be educated away frem its wr®ng, ign®rant attitude 
teward selling as a demeaning pesition. Merely publishing 
a pamphlet or a school circular is not enough. :Mre effective 
publicity work such as is used by mercantile coneerns must 
be undertaken if the public is to know that its educatinal 
and v®cati®nal needs are being met in the public scheel system. 
•• 
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As an example ®f this type ®f werk is the little beeklet 
published by the BestGm Chamber ef C®mm.erce, called nThe 
Bend in the Read. n Here is presented graphically the 
picture of the girl, at the end of high schGH~l course, at 
the cressing ef the ways. The department store road lies 
waiting the trained graduate, with promise ef future buyer, 
department head and personnel work. On all sides she is 
surrounded to® by the advantages of library, summer camp, 
trained docters and nurses. Thus the parents and pupils 
are acquainted with the pGssibilities and opportunities ef 
a great and premising field ®f werk • 
• CHAPTER VI 
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With®ut a doubt the public is gradually being educated 
t® the value and importance of department store W®rk. Ne 
l@nger is the work considered demeaning er lacking in pres-
tige. The fact that the college trained men and women have 
given themselves over _whole-heartedly to store problems has 
been a powerful force in raising the general conception of 
this type of endeav®r. Also the advertising campai~ of the 
Chambers of Commerce and similar organizatins has done a great 
deal to point out to parents of boys and girls the opportuni-
ties that await the eager, ambitious store worker. 
SG successful has been the retail selling movement that 
the department stores today are in a position to insist up®n 
high school graduates with retail selli~g training. Rarely 
will the department store employment manager ever consider 
the type of appiicant that was popular not many years ago. 
Perhaps no account sums up so strikingly this great ad~ance 
than an article by Flora Taylor Young. 
11 The merchant to0k that diffident girl wh® 
had only a fourth-grade education and devel-
oped her into a buyer whe circumnavigates 
the glebe twice a year in search of tlrea.-
sures_to adorn your home 0r person. He 
took that freckle-faced boy who ran away 
from the deadly, dull fifth grade and made 
of him a system man.*-lHH*-They have found 
their 'metier' and ~heir salaries run into 
five figures but it took twenty ye-ars to 
develop those people, because their poor 
foundation in elementary school work held 
~hem back. That lack has meant an econimic 
loss both to the employer and to the employee. 
I look forward to the time when we shall be 
able to take a high-school graduate who has 
specialized in salesmanship and make her a 
Europena buyer in five years."* 
-lr ttRetail Selling Education.r-The Merchant's Point of View 11 
National vocational Education S®ciety--1920 
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The recent devel®pments in the· department store's 
relatien to the community h&s made imperative this demand· 
f®r specially trained employees. The department store 
has adapted its~lf first te the ideal ®f service~ second 
to the standard of one-price policy and third to the 
assurance of satisfaction er money-back-guarantee • 
To accomplish the first aim the department store has 
dev®ted itself to the object ef saving time as well as 
saving money. Accordingly, we find that large department 
stores are invariably concentrated in one central locality; 
S® that if the shopper fails to find desired merchandise 
in one store~ she may quickly and easily turn to an adjacent 
shG>p. 
Soon after the first gain due to changes in organization 
was effected, came the second in the form of abandon of the 
policy of price dickering. The service rendered here consists 
of saving the time lest while- the clerk fromerly haggled 
with the customer as t~~the price. Moreover when a storekeeper 
fi~s a price, it is as if he proclaims t® the customer that 
he has judged the market and bought his goods after due con-
sideration of all the £actors affecting the price. Because 
he hasstudied the market conditions and based his price at 
a point he knows te be fair, he can adopt the attitude nTake 
it or leave it.n Such a stand cannot do otherwise than in-
crease the respect and confidence of purchasers. 
In place of the former attitude ef attempting te put 
something over on the customer, the moderns tore tendency is 
t@ rely 0n the 11 resale 11 argument. Now in piace ef "caveat 
emptor" @r let the buyer take care, the presnet view is 
let the seller beware. For if the department store indulges 
in discourtese er offers a poor quality of goods, he is certa~ 
• 
• 
te drive a prospective customer to the doors of a competitor. 
\Vhile the store executive may see t& it that his merchandise 
is of geod quality and satisfact?rily priced, he must turn 
t\!1 the person behind the counter to offer courteous, intel-
ligent serviee. 
Finally the department store has come to realize the 
importance ef its sales force in cementing friendspllip between 
seller and buyer. The sales person, in the last analysis, 
is the determining factor in the contact of customer and 
store executive. The salesman is the took which must fashien 
the prespective customer into the finished product of a 
satisfied consumer. 
11A dull or ignorant sales force will 
drain away the effects of the most 
costly advertising campaign by which 
prospective customers have been 
drawn into a store or nullify the 
whole policy of service built up 
at enourmous expense of time, money 
and energy ef the executives of the 
firm. td!- . 
With this crystal clear view of the need of trained 
employees, it is not strange that the departments tares 
have been willing to aid in instituting such a course in 
the high school curriculum. In many cities it is they who 
have first taken up the cudgels to compel the school of-
ficials to introduce this work. Everywhere they have been 
most eager to help its develepment. 
~~ 11 The New York Plan for Training Teachers of Retail Selling" 
Lee Gall®way in Vocational Educational Bulletins--1918-1919 
r 
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The future of retail selling field is at present very 
promising, The hardest w®rk has been done. Through Mrs. 
Prince's devoted efforts, the Prince Schoel has dem®nstrated 
its value. With this demonstration, the public schools 
0f Boston have universally supperted and C03perated with 
the movement. With the establishment of the course in Bosten 
sch®ols, successful and growing in popularity, other cities 
have adopted pr®grams very similar to the Boston plan. 
Federal recognition has been secured. The W®rk now 
reaps the benefits o.f the Smith-Hughes Act and partial finan-
cial aid. A bulletin has been published, written by Mrs. 
Prince, nRetail Selling" summing up concisely and conclu-
sively the arguments .for salesmanship courses. A Special 
Agent of,Retail Selling has been appointed whose duties it 
is to co!:!>rdinate and further the work done thiOoughout the 
country. The future 0f retail sellin is indeed promising. 
The greatest proof hewever of its success lies in the 
satisfaction of the parties most vitally concerned--the 
department store head and the high school pupil. The depart-
ment store have great enthusiasm for the work and feel a 
great privilege and responsibility in urging its progress. 
ID-he high school pupils find in it a means 0f v0cational 
satisfaction and an 0pportunity nto earn while I learn.tt 
• SUMMARY 
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SUMMARY 
Through her relation with the Women 1 s Educational and 
Industrial Union, Mrs. Lucinda Wyman Prince became interested 
in the prGblems of the department store worker. She realized 
the need of specific training for sales persons; and accord-
ingly ®utlined a plan of study for such workers. The depart.-
ment store heads were skeptical of the practicalness of the 
course and were hesitant to ally themselves threugh the offer 
of their stores fer ttlaboratory11 experience. However when 
the fourth class was organized in 1907, Wm. Filene 1 s Sons 
--
Company recognized its basis soundness and offered to support 
it. Immediately the other stores foll®wed suit; an Advisory 
Committee was formed; and the school took on a definite and 
permanent shape under the name of The Prince School for Store 
Service. 
Fro many years the American high school had offered only 
a college preparatory training. Then came the introduction 
of commercial courses which showed ~heir need by their im-
mediate and ever-growing populatiry. In spite ®f the ®ver 
cro-wded:~fie!d ®f clerical w®rkers, which was swelled by the 
numbers from collegiate schools of business, no attempt was 
made to expand the curriculum and give training in ®ther 
lines ®f business. 
In 1912 a meeting was calletl of the Advisory Committee 
of the Prince School where was present the headmaster of the 
largest high school for girls in Boston. He made a plea for 
a richer vocational pr®gram, expecially urging the study of 
retail selling. Although objectins were raised at the sug-
gestion, these obstacles were speedily disposed of. The 
department store exedutives volunteered their assistance 
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and plans were made to organize, af1-,er the direction and 
supervision of Mrs. Prince, a course of study in r~tail sell-
ing for the Boston high schools. With~n two years nine schools 
were offering the course and in 195 the tenth and last high 
school introduced the study int® its program • 
To begin with an effort is made to interview all students 
who desire to take the course with the view of encouraging 
only those who have both inclination and natural fitness for 
the work. A lesson which is quoted illustrates the practical 
value of the course and its close relation to the actual prob-
lems of department stores. To insure the greatest value from 
the course, arrangement is made with the co8perating stores 
for part-time employment. Part-time employment means provi-
sion for working in the department stores as a part of 
the school work and as a source of school credit. The advan• 
rages of part-time employment are: it allows for partial self-
support; it-provides an oppentunity for remaining in school; 
it broadens the experience ef the pupil; it insures a goed 
position upon graduation; it stimulates good school work; 
it develops specific qualities--patience, resourcefulness. 
Also provision is made for study through the continuatien 
schools. Those who leave school between the ages of 1~ and 
16 and go inte store. work were allowed, in 1913, to attend con-
tinuation schools; sinc,e l~i~ they are required te attend 
school for~ hours a week out of their employer's time. Often 
the continuation school instruction is given in the stores; 
so that the teacher gains addition contact with store life. 
As soon as the course proved its immediate success in 
Boston, other cities were quick to see it value. In.Pittsburg 
• 
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it was the department store""heads who saw the opportunity fer 
such a course in their city. They showed that the largest 
number of students went into stores instead of offices. They 
pointed out that such a course with part-time employment would be 
a means for further stay in high school, would add interest 
and value to the curriculum, and would therefore appreciably 
l®wer the high mortality. They were successful in urging the 
introduction of the course based on the plan adopted in Boston. 
The department store executives in St. Louis were the first 
to call attention to the need of a retail selling course. 
They made a survey of the problems of department store or-
ganization to serve as a basis for a course of study. Their 
Their arguments were compelling and the course was institu-
ted much after the outline of the Boston system. A great 
deal of emphasis was placed on the importance of a well-
educated and specially trained teacher. 
In Atlanta, Georgia, the need for retail selling was 
first acknowledged by the department stores. They urged such 
a course to divert the increasingly rising stream of office 
workers into a more profitable channel. Distinct classes 
were formed for boys and girls with separate aims and purposes. 
Here, too, ~rrangement is made for part-time em~1oyment. 
The course of study in Erie, Pennsylvania is divided inte 
the problems of the sale~man, the customer, the psychology of 
salesmanship. In Erie, the proj~ct method is followed with 
great success. This demands that the student have an inter-
est in a chosen subject and that he carry through to a finish 
any problem undertaken. 
At Springfield a unique plan of part-time employment is 
adopted. This calls for time spent in the stores during ~he 
lunch hour when the regular employees are away from the counters. 
• 
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The advantages are two-fold: first, the opportunity for store 
experience for s short time each day; and second, a supply 
of intelligent, trained help at a time when it is most needed. 
Rochester has several distinctive features. First of all 
the course is called Retail Distributien to fit the broader 
purpose of study. Second, a Merchants' Advisory Committee, 
composed of superintendents of sixof the largest stores, gives 
valuable help in maintaining close relationship with store 
problems. Each day of the week is devoted to some especial 
phase of the work--hence, Question Box Day, Salesmanship Day, 
Personality Day, Textiles Day. 
In Tacoma, the problem of the retail selling course is 
sum~ed up in the lack of department stores. Consequently, the 
numbers who may take the course are limited. The course is given 
only to seniors and post graduates. To avoid disappointment 
in placement subh an arrangement is necessary. The work of 
the schools is constantly advertised through the initiative 
of the retail selling teacher. In spite of limitations all 
parties are satisfied--the department store heads, the school 
officials and the pupils. 
In the administration of the retail selling course, the 
Federal Government must take a large part of the initiative. 
To the Federal Government the small l0cal units look for 
standards of work and teachers' qualifications. In the matter 
of financial aid, under the Smith-Hughes Act, the Federal 
Government arranges for partial payment, provided that certain 
conditions are met. Through propaganda, such as Mrs. Prince's 
bulletin 11 Retail Selling" the Federal Government is doing a 
great deal to acquaint the general public with the value of 
this movement. In the appointment of a Special Agent of Retail 
• 
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Selling, the Federal Government makes possible closes corre-
lation of all activities in this field. 
The State should cooperate with the Government in carrying 
out a successful policy for retail selling. It should suppor~ 
the Federal Government especially in the maintenance of high 
standards with respect to the work and the teachers' require-
ments. Arrangements should be made for the appointment of a 
State Director of Business Education. The State, too, should 
decide about the question of financial aid to local units. 
Upon the city must :est the plans for successfully meeting 
the local needs and problems.. The program of studies should call 
for correlation of and interrelation between all subjects. 
Equipment should be provided to fulfill in the most effi-
cient way the outlined plan of the course. High standards 
for teachers should be required. In the matter of place-
ments and follow-up, the city should exert itself to meet 
its great responsibility. 
As the modern trend of business has changed, so must 
change the qualifications of the sales person. The modern 
department store is based on the idea~ of service, one-
price policy and the resale objective. In the final con-
tact between store and customer, the sales person is the 
most important factor. ·That such a retail selling course is 
successful is proved in the enthusiasm of school board, 
department store head and pupil • 
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